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Lia inspires us all!
Our own Lia Leottau was recently featured on the “People who inspire” segment by TVN
Noticias, the news show for the TVN television network based in Panama.
Lia certainly inspires us, she owns her own balloon company, is a Gemar Ambassador,
teaches balloon classes (online and in person when times allow) and her own shop, which
has recently moved to new premises. It seems there is no limit to what Lia can achieve!

It takes a lot for a teenager to dramatically change her life. In some ways Lia was a typical
teen, she spent her spare time as a makeup artist and wanted to be an architect one day.
That wasn’t the whole story though, and she had a passion for balloon art that grew and
grew until one day she decided to go for it. At just 19 she told her father that she wanted to
make balloons her life. Lia says she was scared at the time, but she told herself that this was
what she wanted and she could make it happen.

Three years later, despite a global pandemic, she has certainly done that!

Now Lia trusts in the future. She is living her dream, working alongside her father with a very
successful shop and balloon art business. She has shown us all the power of believing in
your dreams, setting a goal and dedicating yourself to working towards it. If she can do all
this in such a short time, we can’t wait to see what Lia will do next!
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About Gemar® Partners

The exclusive relationship between Gemar and its partners allows for high value business growth to be
pursued by all parties. With priority access to superior products and designs as well as branded marketing
materials, balloon art training and promotional events, Gemar’s partners are able to lift the moment for
themselves and their customers. Gemar works closely with its partners and together they pursue valuable
business growth by providing high quality, on trend products that stand out in a competitive market, lifting the
moment for everyone.

About Gemar® Balloons

Gemar Balloons is the largest manufacturer of natural rubber latex balloons in Europe. Located in Casalvieri, a
small town the heart of Italy, we continue to lead the way in balloon development, inspiring the people who
buy our products with new ways to add a touch of magic to every occasion. We're dedicated to tradition,
innovation and creativity, and are committed to making sure that our products are as sustainable as possible
throughout their lifecycle. Today, we produce millions of balloons every day in more than 100 different
shapes, sizes and colours... all made in Italy with passion and pride.

